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The Press Restaurant 

"Homestyle Food & Live Music"

The Press Restaurant is on a mission to bring simple, yet upscale

American food to the Foothill communities. Its menu stresses American

staples-fish, chicken, steak and pasta-delivered with flair and presented in

appetizing portions. The Press also hosts local music groups five nights a

week, with an emphasis on jazz and folk performers. The musicians take

the stage later in the evening, allowing diners who want a more quiet

atmosphere to arrive and eat earlier. The Press is also available for private

parties and catering events.

 +1 909 625 4808  www.thepressrestaurant.c

om/

 thepressclaremontbooking

@gmail.com

 129 Harvard Avenue,

Claremont CA
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dba256 Gallery & Wine Bar 

"Art, Wine & More"

Located in downtown Pomona, this art gallery/wine bar/event space offers

culture, varied varietals and live music under one roof. The bodega stocks

more than 100 different wines throughout the year and the beer selection

is also in constant rotation. The bar only serves beer and wine, but the

variety seems to keep guests happy despite the lack of cocktails. The art

pieces on the walls also feature temporary exhibits from local artists while

DJs and other bands take the stage on certain nights of the week.

 +1 909 623-7600  256 South Main Street, Pomona CA
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Mario's Place 

"Italian Dining"

Mario's Place is great to experience modern Italian cuisine. They put a

contemporary take on traditional flavors with a delicious menu and

excellent selection of wine. Wood brick oven pizzas, pastas, steak and

risotto are favorites. In addition, they host occasional jazz concerts and

open mic nights. Its location, a short distance from The Mission Inn and

California State Building, makes it popular among locals, business

travelers and tourists alike.

 +1 951 684 7755  www.mariosplace.com/  3646 Mission Inn Avenue, Riverside CA
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